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Collaborations:

Research
Background



Annual
BUP-PHD

Meeting other researchers with the
same group of experience
Getting advice from experts on how
to present your works
Creating future possibilites
Many other fun things 

https://www.balticuniv.uu.se/education/phd-training/

https://www.balticuniv.uu.se/education/phd-training/


BUP
Ambassador
Networking, reputation, access to
resources, collaboration opportunities,
knowledge sharing, exposure to cutting-
edge research, career development, and
global impact.



Language
Proficiency
The ability to communicate effectively in
a common language is essential for any
collaborative research project. English is
the most commonly used language in
scientific communication, but other
languages may be used depending on the
collaborators' nationalities.



Cultural
Being aware of cultural differences such
as communication styles, work ethics,
and values can help to establish a
harmonious and productive relationship
with collaborators. It is important to
respect cultural differences and be
open to learning and adapting to them.Awareness



Shared

Collaborators must have a shared understanding of the
research project's objectives, timelines, and responsibilities.
This helps to prevent conflicts and ensures that everyone is
working towards a common goal.

Goals



Efficient

Collaborators should agree on the most efficient
communication channels and tools, including email, video
conferencing, or instant messaging platforms. Utilizing
collaborative tools such as shared document repositories,
project management software, and version control systems can
also help to streamline communication and collaboration.

Communication



Establishment
of Trust and Respect

This includes building a positive relationship,
demonstrating reliability and accountability, and
recognizing the contributions and expertise of
each collaborator.



Social
Media

Networking
Career advancement
Job opportunities

LinkedIn
Collaboration
Sharing research 
Connecting with peers

Researchgate

Research discovery 
Citation tracking 
Access to articles

Citation tracking
Research analysis
Discovering new topics





Thanks
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